
THE KING CHARLES SPANIEL CLUB –26/02/2022-ELKESLEY 

MEMORIAL HALL  

 

SHEALAGH WATERS SPECIAL AWARD CLASSES 

 Firstly, can I thank the committee for their invitation to judge the 

SACs classes at this their new and very pleasant venue. This was 

held at their Open Show and in conjunction with their BOAS Testing 

Day. It was very heartening to see so many members availing 

themselves of the KCSC Rescue and Welfare funded project.  I thank 

exhibitors for their entry –just sorry there were so many absentees. 

MY grateful thanks also to my efficient steward. Not many entries to 

make an overview of the breed but I must comment that all were 

happy and confident –a welcome improvement.  

J D/B – (2-1) 1 Tarabad & Whitman, Baldragon Centre Stage with 

Khatibi Tri Bitch 11 months. Well developed for age, short back, 

good bone, straight front, good turn of stifle with short hocks giving 

strong sound movement, coat coming in nicely, uses tail well. 

Handler gets every ounce out of showing her attributes. Stood alone 

but could easily have handled competition. 

 PG D/B-(4-0) 1 Stewart, Monleon Made By Magic for Marchog Blen 

Dog 2yrs.Compact body with correct shoulder placement giving 

proud head carriage on arched neck. Graceful, fluid and precise 

movement. True Charlie skull and classic head properties with the 

darkest of eyes. A little more time to fill out in loin and he will 

trouble the best. 2 Tarabad & Whitman, Baldragon Russian Around 

with Khatibi (NAF) Tri Bitch 7months. Well bodied and so very 

happy. Young so not yet balanced –level topline, could shorten up to 

advantage. 

 O D/B (5-4) 1 Stewart, Marchog Minta Buckle Black & Tan Bitch 

4yrs. Cobby, short back with grand ribcage. Short loin giving 

collected movement.  Attractive headpiece and dark eyes with low 

set ears giving the kindest of expressions. 

 Judge: JEANNIE COUPLAND 


